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Primary Distribution Line Underground.  FAC: 8123 


CATCODE: 812225 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The primary underground distribution is a component of the base 


electrical distribution system and has the same function as the electrical distribution 


primary line above ground. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Only use underground construction when 


authorized by the requiring command in coordination with the host command. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  The unit of measure is linear meter of electrical circuit. Contact 


OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Ensure underground primary and secondary lines are 


insulated copper or aluminum cables. 


 












 


Electric Power Generation Plant.  FAC: 8111 


CATCODE: 811145 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The plant provides government owned generation of prime or standby 


electric power in cases where no commercial power is available to meet the 


operational requirements of the base. The item includes generators, prime movers, fuel 


storage and supply, switch gear, transformation if required, and complete building space 


requirements. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  The unit of capacity is kilowatt. 


 








 


Secondary Overhead Distribution Line.  FAC: 8121 


CATCODE: 812224 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The above-ground electrical distribution secondary lines are 


components of the base electrical distribution system. The system covers lines for 


distributing electrical power at voltages suitable for direct connection to lights, motors, or 


other appliances requiring electrical power. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  The unit of measure is linear meter of electrical circuit. Contact 


OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Typical voltages on these lines are 120/240, 120/208, and 


277/480 volts. Overhead lines are typically insulated copper. 


 








Emergency Electric Power Generation Plant.  FAC: 8112


CATCODE: 811147 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The plant provides an engine driven, electrical generating unit for 


emergency power supply to specified critical base facilities. It includes switchgear, 


cooling systems, operating fuel storage, and associated auxiliary equipment. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Housing for the unit may also be included in this item if 


not otherwise provided. The unit of quantity is kilowatts. 








 


Electric Switching Station.  FAC: 8132 


CATCODE: 813228 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  Refer to Electric Substation (CATCODE 813231) for information 


on where substation transformers are furnished by others or are not required. Identify 


voltage and designate switch capacity as the number of primary distribution feeders. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and 


guidance. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 








 


Secondary Distribution Line Underground.  FAC: 8123 


CATCODE: 812226 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The secondary underground distribution line is a component of the 


base electrical distribution system and has the same function as the electrical 


distribution secondary lines above ground. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  The unit of measure is linear meter of electrical circuit. Contact 


OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Ensure underground primary and secondary lines are 


insulated copper or aluminum cables. 


 












Category Group 81, Electricity. 


Overview 


1.1.  This category group covers all components (transmission, generation, substation, 


primary and secondary distribution lines, transformers, protective and control devices, and 


associated equipment) of an electrical power system for a base or a portion of a base. 


1.2. The category code numbers used here are for accounting purposes and for separate 


programming of new or replacement electrical plants, facilities, or distribution work. 


Where feasible, any specific category code items may also include programming for 


support utilities such as emergency generators and extensions of the base primary and 


secondary distribution system necessary to serve the prime item. Refer to the following 


documents for guidance in electrical facilities and electrical work in facilities. 


1.2.1. AFI 32-1044, Visual Air Navigation Systems and UFC 3-535-01, Visual Air 


Navigation Systems. 


1.2.2. AFI 32-1062, Electrical Power Plants and Generators. 


1.2.3. AFI 32-1063, Electric Power Systems. 


1.2.4. AFI 32-1065, Grounding Systems. 


1.3. The following documents complement AFI 32-1063. 


1.3.5. UFC 3-550-01, Exterior Electrical Power Distribution. 


1.3.6. UFC 3-520-01, Interior Electrical Systems. 


1.3.7. AFJMAN 32-1082, Facilities Engineering Electrical Exterior Facilities. 


1.3.8. AFJMAN 32-1083, Facilities Engineering Electrical Interior Facilities. 


1.3.9. AFI 32-1064, Electrical Safe Practice. 


1.4. Provide all electrical power generating facilities with positive methods to preclude 


discharge of environmental pollutants. This should preferably be accomplished by control 


of fuel used. Where such control is not feasible, provide collection, treatment, and 


disposal facilities as an integral component of the electrical power generating facility. 


1.5. Construct electrical facilities, including transmission and distribution lines, in 


compliance with explosives safety standards of DoD 6055.9-Std and AFMAN 91-201. 








 


Exterior Area Lighting.  FAC: 8122 


CATCODE: 812926 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  This category code applies to street lighting, apron floodlighting, 


aircraft alert apron safety lighting, and security lighting. 


1.1.1. Street Lighting.  The required lighting is determined by the amount of 


pedestrian and vehicular traffic or the hazard involved. Estimates are based on linear 


feet of cable or wire, number of standards or poles, transformers, luminaries, and 


necessary connection. 


1.1.2. Apron Flood Lighting.  For each mission the amount of apron space, or 


number of aircraft positions, requiring floodlights is limited to the amount or number 


that receive active use during normal night time operations. Individually justify the 


requirements for each apron space, area, or aircraft position. Design guidance on 


apron floodlighting is given in AFMAN 32-1076. 


1.1.3. Aircraft Alert Apron Safety Lighting.  Safety lighting is necessary at alert 


aircraft parking areas (aprons and stubs) to ensure safe movement of taxiing 


aircraft during an alert aircraft response. The lighting fixtures are installed and 


focused to illuminate taxi streams in the center of the alert aircraft parking areas. The 


fixtures are also directed toward nearby areas where traffic intersects during an alert 


aircraft response. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and 


guidance. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  See UFC 3-550-01. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 
 








Solar Collection System.  FAC: 8115 


CATCODE: 890127 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  Bank of solar collectors that supply energy to power heating and 


cooling systems and to supplement hot water systems. Components include the collectors, 


piping, valves, controls, and gauges. (For standalone solar farms, use CATCODE 


811145). 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








 


Primary Overhead Distribution Line.  FAC: 8121 


CATCODE: 812223 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The primary overhead distribution line is a component of the base 


electrical distribution system and covers equipment of the overhead primary or higher 


voltage circuits of this system. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  The unit of measure is linear meter of electrical circuit. Contact 


OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  The preferred primary CONUS distribution voltage is 


12,470/7,200 volts. 


 








 


Electrical Aircraft Outlets.  FAC: 8999 


CATCODE: 812921 


OPR: AF/A4L  


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The electrical aircraft outlet system consists of a varying number of 


power outlets in the hangars, ramps, and aprons as required to provide necessary 60 Hz 


power for energizing rectifiers and motor generator sets to furnish 400 Hz and low 


voltage DC power. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  The power is used primarily for starting jet 


engines and testing electrical equipment of fighter aircraft; however, an outlet may be 


used to provide power for any authorized requirement. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 
 








 


Electric Substation.  FAC: 8131 


CATCODE: 813231 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  The main electrical substation is the point of supply for a base or 


portion of a base electrical distribution system. It is usually the dividing point between 


government owned facilities and those of a utility company. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  When transformers are not required, a substation 


sometimes is designated as a switching station; in this case, capacity may be designated 


as the number of primary distribution feeders. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Contact OPR for latest requirements and guidance. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Capacity and unit of designation is kilovolt amperes 


(kVA). Supply a substation by one or more feeders. Each substation should be located as 


near as feasible to the center of its load. 
 





